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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Double page spreads or single pages?
We have given you templates for double page 
spreads as well single left pages and right pages.

Some people like to design across double page 
spreads, while some prefer to work on single 
pages. So at the start of your project, please 
use the format you prefer and delete the other.

When you are ready to upload your print file, 
make sure you export your work as a press ready 
pdf file that is set to single pages. Please include 
the 0.25mm bleed. No crop marks are required.

Please remember, if you have text running across 
pages,you may lose it in the spine. For every 10 
pages you add, you need to increase the width 
of the non text area from the spine by 0.04”.

Need help?
If you need help or advice please contact us.
Email: support@mixam.com
Phone: +1 (202) 900 9004

In another
dimension.

After losing their leader, the
goblins look for ways to get

their king back. The only goblin
they can look to is their king’s

servant and messenger.
Goo the Goblin!

Goo is a nervous and skinny little
goblin who is never the main focus

of attention. He struggles with
communication and just wants

things to go back to the way it was.

However, he doesn’t want to
let the other goblins down.

Goo has to think of something
and something quick. 
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Come on,
Goo! Weren’t you
the king’s right

hand man?!

Well, I...
I was more like

his servant!

Speak up, Goo!
What was the king’s
plan for something

like this?

I... I don’t
know? I just
cleaned and

cooked
for him!

What was
the king’s plan in
case he were to
get captured?
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I doubt he
ever thought

he’d be
captured!

Goo! We
know he
told you

everything!
Who would
we go to
for help?

I don’t
know, guys!

I keep
telling you!

Anyone at
all? Is there

anyone stronger
than the king who

can help us?
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Wait, now
that I’m
thinking
about it...
There is

someone.

There’s someone who
can help us free the king?!

And take over again!

Well,
come on!
tell us!

Tell us!

Tell us!

Tell us!

Tell us!
Tell us!

Tell us!
Tell us!
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The king’s
father!
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My grass!
My beautiful

grass!!

Why did
this have

to happen?!
Why??

It was so
beautiful!

{cough}

How much
smoke did
I inhale?

{cough}

{cough}
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That better
be the first

and last fire
monster
I fight.

Hi, Michael.

You again?!

Thank you
for saving me
from those

trolls.

Yeah, don’t
mention it.
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Ha, ha, ha. 
You’re funny.

How? I
didn’t do
anything?

What’s your
name?

You know
mine. It’s
only fair.

My name
is Joyce.

Well, Joyce, is
there something
you want to tell

me then!
I don’t

like being
made

fun of.
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Sorry, I
didn’t mean to

upset you.

But I do have
something to
tell you. That’s
the reason why

I’m back.

Well, actually.
I have something

to show you!

This sign...

What? Dead
or alive? Who is

behind this?
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Keep making those
signs, Vern!

I am, boss!
Good. There’s
going to be a
showdown!

He fell
from the
sky as the

story goes.
Blah! The
Dimension

Knight!

I’ll shoot
him dead!

BANG
BANG

BANG

BANG

BANG

BANG
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The wizards kingdom.

Where we last left the wizards, they
were discussing the future of the goblins

now that their king is trapped in a jar.

The princess thinks that
the goblins will slowly disband
and soon they’ll be no more.

They’re leaderless.
They have nothing!

the King still has some worries to
what the goblin minions are capable

of as they are big in numbers.

They have
the numbers

on their side. I
can see their

loyalty to
their king!
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I want to
keep the king

of the goblin’s
alive in this jar.

And let him
reflect for the
rest of his life.
He isn’t going

anywhere.

We have to
get him out of

our castle!

No they won’t! They’re leaderless!
They cannot plan any attacks. 
they cannot plan any escapes

through the portal.

Just get him
out of our

castle! Bury the
jar somewhere
far from here!

No, that would be
a huge mistake! We

need to know where
he is at all time!

they cannot
plan anything!

I don’t want
the goblins to come

attack us, they’ll think
of something!
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Slash and
Hypersonic!
What do you
two think

about this? I agree
with you,
princess
Phoebe,

let’s make
him live in
a jar as a
prison for
the rest of

his life.

Or let’s kill
him now… WHAT!?

Let’s get
him out of

our hairs and
kill him now.

Death would be an easy way out
for this beast! He needs to live
with shame and regret for the

rest of his life!
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If that’s what you
want princess...

Slash!
You’re one
crazy man!
HA, HA, HA!

How do you want to
kill the king of
the goblins?!

Well, I can chop
him in half with
my blade... Or...

I could
just eat him...

ZIP

Slash isn’t
a wizard;

he’s an Orc.

...and hear him
scream as my
teeth crush
his bones.

Or we
can just
get rid
of this

problem
now.
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Is anyone
hearing this?!

Man, Slash!
You don’t
talk much,
but when

you do, you
always start
saying dark
stuff like

this!

I
love
it!

Just let Slash
eat him then,
and finally my
headache will

go away!

As the wizards discuss the fate of the king of the Goblins,
they’re unaware that a spider has been listening to everything.
The spider crawls along the wall, waiting to initiate HER plan.

This spider knows the king of the goblins very well. she
wants to help him escape for something in return of course...
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What was
that?

Sure, eat the king of the
Goblins, but just know that
I will have to rip you open

to get him back! You wizards
are no match for me!!

HA

I SEE YOU
HA HA
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You will
all die!

I AM THE
SPIDER WITCH

Tremble in
fear and bow
before me!!
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The spider witch!
I should have seen

this coming!

Spider witch?!

She was married to the
king of the goblins!

She loves the king of
the goblins, but she knows

that he's incapable of sharing
the kingdom with her!

I knew something
like this would happen!

She’s the
queen of

the goblins
and the

mother of
the spiders!
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thanks to you wizards, you shrunk
him down to size! His true size!
And he’ll have no choice but to
let me, his beautiful wife, rule!

I’ll take over his kingdom, your
kingdom, this land, and then I’ll
be the one escaping through that

infamous portal into space!!

NOOO
Hand me
the jar!!

Never!

You’re
not going
anywhere!

I’m getting
out of here!
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SREEEK

BLAST

NOOO!
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Someone get the jar!
Hurry! Please Hurry!

I got it!

Not so
fast there! SMAC

K

Oh no!
Slash, stop

her!
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Take this!!

What? No!

ZIP My chains are
unbreakable!

Why you
little--

Escape
from that!
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I don’t like
to show off.

But if you insist,
you little rat!

The Spider Witch then
proceeds to shrink.

HA

Slash!
Where
is she?!

She shrunk
down to her
spider form!

Get ready!
She can come out

of nowhere.

HA HA HA
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hahahaha!

I will kill
you all.

Show
yourself!

Stop
hiding!

Ohhhh, sure
thing, princess.
I only listen
to royalty
after all.

Just then,
the spider

witch grabs
Slash’s boot.
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What?! NO! NO! NO!

AHHHH!

Hypersonic is back.
And ready to fight.

Princess!

Just then
Hypersonic’s
boot is also

grabbed.

OH NO!
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AHHHHH!

CRACK

Hellooo,
Princess. Now
where is that

silly jar?

Why
there
it is.

NOOO!

The princess immediately
tries to stop the Spider Witch

from getting the jar.

Princess Phoebe is the
wizards’ last hope.
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If you need help or advice please contact us.
Email: support@mixam.com
Phone: +1 (202) 900 9004

You’re not
going anywhere
near that jar!

Out of
way!

BLA
ST

Just then, the
princess weapons are
snatched up in web.

ZIP

HAHAHA! You
are no match

for me!

BLAS
T ZIP
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the 0.25mm bleed. No crop marks are required.

Please remember, if you have text running across 
pages,you may lose it in the spine. For every 10 
pages you add, you need to increase the width 
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Need help?
If you need help or advice please contact us.
Email: support@mixam.com
Phone: +1 (202) 900 9004

You have no
weapons. 

SMACK

Mmm...
Nice hit.

You little
brat!!

GUARDS!

What are you
gonna do now?
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Email: support@mixam.com
Phone: +1 (202) 900 9004

Silence!
Now Move!

SMA
CK

WOAH!

No!

Yes! I have
the jar!

Remember
me, sugar! Remember
all the wicked times

we had?
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Princess!

Stop that
thing!

OH NO!
Looks like
I have to

leave!

CRASH

HA HA
HA

HA HA
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spreads as well single left pages and right pages.
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When you are ready to upload your print file, 
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pdf file that is set to single pages. Please include 
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